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Introduction

This paper is prepared according to aResolution of the 61st Statutory Meeting of

lCES (C.Res.1273/4:10) and should be considered as further more detailed explanation

~
tJ,rd~'- CO'}

the ~pPenaix SV11 to the problem on active (trawls) and passive (drift nets) gears.

xamples are given of quantitative estimate of the volume of water swept with use

of different methods that allow to estimate the fishing effort both in an industrial

and an artisan fishery.

1. Estimate of water volume (SV) swept by trawls

Presently, three methods are llsed for the estimate of water volume swept by

trawls. They are:

1.1. combined actual measurement/calculative method,

1.2. combined graph/analytical method,

1.3. analytical methods.

1.1. Measurement-assessment method determining SV

First, vertical and horizontal trawl opening are measured with the help of

special instruments, then the water volume swept throughout the period of trawling

is estimated
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where V - volume of water swept, m3 ;

a - vertical opening, m;

b - horizontal opening, m;

V. - speed of trawling, m/sec;
t

t - duration of traw1ing, sec.

Fishing capacity of the trawl (W) is determined by the Formu1a (2)

W = -~~:--- (2)

Taking 24

as 109m3,
hours or 86.400 sec as time unit and representing vo1ume of water swept

one can obtain a final Formu1a (3) of fishing capacity as

\'1 = 8.64 10-5 a· b v promsx/ (3)

Vertical and horizontal trawl openings are measured with the help of instruments

based both on the mechanical princip1e (see Figures 1-3) and on the hydroacoustical

one (type net - sound).

In ease the instruments for measuring the horizontal and vertieal openings are

absent on vesse1s of smal1 tonnage, the openings may be determined with use of

buoys and goniometers (see Figure 4).

This method allows to determine SV using the trawl drafts, eable equipment

1.2. Graph-analytical method of SV determination

and the size of ang1es of attack of otterboards. This method was elaborated and •
examined many times with the help of the space imitation.

First, the ang1es of attaek of trawl eables are determined using the values eharaeter-

ising the areas of trawl plates, then vertieal and horizontal openings are found by

the method of the successive approximation using the graphieal construetion of

projection, the latters allow to define the fishing eapacity.

The technies of ca1cu1ations and constructions are given in a more detailed form in

the Appendix 1.

X/prom ~pm-7 is a unit of fishing capacity measurement equal to 109 m3 • 24h
(ICNAF Redbook, 1973, part III, p.240).
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1.3. Analytical methods of SV determination

One of the simplest methods of calculative determination of the horizontal

trawl opening is based on the fact that the shape of the trawl headline is similar

to that of the chain line, and the angle of attack of the upper cable a is equal

to the difference between the angle of attack of the board and its constructive

angle.

Using this angle as one of the elements of the whole chain line, one can find a

relation A" L
= --"=--S where -L" is a chord tightened the ends of the chain

line; "S" is the value characterizing the length of the chain line equal to that

4Irf the headline at the section of a net attachment.

Thus, the resulting value "b" characterizing the horizontal trawl opening will be

determined such as

b = A S + 2 1 cos a

where "I" is the length of the bare end of the headline.

The result obtained by this formula gives an average value for the horizontal

opening along the ends of the top and the lower wings, as the conclusion of the

formula is made on the assumption that the attack angles are equal for the top,

average and lower trawl cables.

e.ct was found that the correlation between the horizontal and the vertical openings

in the bottom trawls used by the USSR may be approximately determined from the

correlation

a = 0.35 b

Such a correlation may be made in the conditions of every country using as base the

observations obtained. Thus, according to data by P.I.G. Carrothers (ICNAF Res.

Doc. 74/28), Canadian bottom trawls possess the following characteristics:
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Trawl type Horizontal Vertica1 : bopening "b", m opening "a", am

Yankee - 36 10.3 2.9 0.282

Yankee - 41 13.4 2.9 0.216

Yankee - 41 - 5 13.4 2.9 0.216

Granton 13.7 2.9 0.212

Engel 15.3 5.8 0.379

A-W II A. 10.7 4.4 0.410

A. - W III 15.2 3,,8 0.250

Therefore, the average va1ue of the conversion factor between the vertica1 and the

horizontal openings for the Canadian trawls is equa1 to 0.281, and tbe formu1a may

be given as

a = 0.281 b

Substituting the va1ues "a" and "b", there is no difficu1ty to define the fishing

capacity for those trawls using the formu1ae (1) and (2).

The second ana1ytica1 method cf SV ca1cu1ation is based on interdependence between

the trawl cut, its equipment and working regime. This method is the resu1t of

investigations of trawl shape in laboratory conditions and in high sea (2). First,

one can rind tho angle of attack of square by the drafts, then vertica1 and horizontal

openings are determined by the equations, at last, those are used for ca1cu1ation of

tho mouth area and the fishing capacity of trawl.

A detai1ed SV ca1cu1ation is considered in Appendix 2.

2. The assessment of the relationship between the vo1ume of water sweEt by trawl and
tho catch

Previous1y, ws had possibi1ity to determine the relationship between the vo1ume

of wnter swept and the size of summary catches taken in different areas throughout

a leng period"

The analogous comparison of swept vo1umes of wate= and of catohes taken by vessels

working simultaneously in the same area at the same density o~ ~ish concentrations

are of a great significance.
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• The results of comparative tests for catchability of two trawls possessing different

fishing capacity (i.e. the volume of water swept per time unit) are given in

Table 1. The tests were conducted in the area of George's Bank throughout the

period 25 April to 14 Hay 1967 on board the vessels "Dushanbe" and "Gerfenbergeris"

(~i~pacity - 2000 HP, length - 84.7 m, displacement - 3 800 tons). Trawlings

were made along parallel routes and all other measures were undertaken in order to

make the conditions of fishery quite identical.

Table 1. Results of the first series of tests.
,

Fishing capacity Time of Total swept Total
Test

106
03 trawl trawling, volume of6 3 catch
m / hou:r hour water, 10 m tons

1 0.49 39.3 19.2 122.4

2 0.44 42.2 18.6 95.2

The first series of experiments being over, the vessels exchanged trawls, and

conducted the second series of experiments; the results of the latter are given

in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the second series of experiments.

•
Fishing capgc~ty Time of Total volume Total

Experiment of trawl 10 m / trawling, of wate6 3 catch
hour hour swept, 10 m tons

1 0.44 18.1 8.0 62.9

2 0.49 18.2 8.9 80.9

The experiments were repeated in the eastern part of the Central Atlantic through

out the period 14 April to 31 May, 1968 on board the vessels "Kozerog" and "Seliger"

(fishing capacity - 1340 HP, length - 79.8m, displacement of the vessel - 3 275

tons). Trawls of other designs and sizes were used as weIl. Those experiments

gave the following results:
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Tab1e 3. Resu1ts ef the third series of experiments

Fishing capacity Time of Total vo1ume Total
Experiment of6the trawl traw1ing ef "la~e3 svTept, catch

10 m3 / hour hour 16 m tons

1 0.97 40.8 39.6 177.2

2 0.88 35.9 31.6 148.8

Two different trawls were investigated during the process of alternative traw1ing

on board the vesse1 "Suva1kya" (fishing capacity - 3880 HP, 1ength - 102m, dis

placement of the vesse1 - 4 640) in the area ef Wa11fishbay in the southeastern

Atlantic throughout the period 13 December 1973 to 25 January 1974.

of the experiments are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Resu1ts of the 4th series of experiments

The results •
Fishing capacity Time of Total velume Total

Experiment of ~he trawl, trawling, of wateE catch,
10 m3/hour hour swept, 10 m3 tons

1 0.81 11.5 9.3 25

2 0·71 11.5 8.2 20

The data represented abeve testify on the fact that the correlation between the

measuring units for vessels, i.e. their fishing capacity, length, displacement

was the constant item within the limits ef each experiment, as in the first
•

three series of experiments the vesse1s were simi1ar and during the feurth trawling

on board the same vessel different trawls were used. At the same time, the catch

volume resulting from each experiment changed, quite obviously depending on the

vo1ume of water swept by the trawl.

Comparing the resu1ts of different series of experiments and considering the

factore of some experiment as a unit (for example, those of Experiment 1, Series

4), it seems one can obtain very characteristic data (Table 5):
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Table 5. Correlation of the factors obtained as a result of experiments
completed at different vessels

Correlation Correlation of Correlation of Correlation of
Series Experiment of catches vo1umes of vesse1s vesse1s

water swept displacements 1engths
,

1 1 I 1 1 1
4 2 0.80 0.88 1 1

1 4.90 2.06
1 2 3.81 2.00 0.82 0.83

1 2.52 0.86
2 2 3.24 0.96 0.82 0.83

1 7.09 4.26
3 2 5.95 3.40

0.70 0.78

Data given in the Table show that between the catch and the volume of water swept

exists a much more evident dependence than between the catch and the characteristics

of vessel that is observed not only under identical ~onditions (fishing process at

the parallel or a1ternative trawlings at one time and i'li thin the same area), but

also under different conditions. It was registered that usua11y the gross tonnage

vesse1s catches are larger than those taken by sma11 ones during the same time, which

may be exp1ained by the fact that those vessels use fishing gears of greater size,

~ow them with higher speed and, as a ru1e, possess fishing gears and scouting

instruments of better quality.

3. Calculation of water volume (sv) fished by drift nets

While discussing the methods of commercial effort estimation, the necessity to
tlt#'Ca'l;v.-.. •

precise the~ SVM to passive fishing gears and particularly to drift nets was

stressed. Below, we tried to give such aprecision.

In time of the fishing process, two opposite actions may occur, namely, when drift

nets move in parallel or across. In the first case the area of nets action (fished

vo1ume of water) Vdr may be expressed by a rormula as ~ollows:

Vdr = a • 1 • n • S, (8)
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where "a" is the net height (m);

"1" is the net 1ength (m);

"n" is the number of nets in a set;

"S" is the way passed by a set throughout the period of drifting (m).

In the second case, no obvious filtration of water volume was observed due to

lengthwise moving nets. Catches are taken by nets in this case mainly due to fish

displacements. Let us consider the phenomena using an example.

Let us assume that the shooting of net sets begins at a point "A" and this process

is over at a point "B" at the moment "t " of an area (see Figure 5). Some time
o

later At l , a net's set has drifted a way~. Throughout that period fish, keeping

at a distance "S" from a set beginning from the moment nets were shot, approached e
the set and came into contact with nets, i.e. they began to be fished.

Evidently, the way passed by fish during the period At l , is equal to S = UfÄt l ,

where "Uf " is the speed of fish movement. Thus, the area cf sets action for the

time period mentioned above may be as folIows:

Throughout the following time interval At 2 ,' the set shifted for a new value AL

will be able to keep those fish; which passed the way Uf At
2

• A ne~ area ofnet's

set action may be represented as folIows:

For the final time space ~tl' the area of set action will make

V. = alnUf~t.
~ ~

•

Thus, a summary area of net's set action may be given for the whole time of drifting

t dr as

+ ••• + v.
~

The same deduction may be obtained, if we consider the case of sighting set of net

which is closer to that one used in practice. Let line "ABlI be a set of drift

nets installed at the moment "t " (Figure 6). In order the fishing of a school
o
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N,keeping at a distance "8" from a line of set drifting be successful, it is

necessary that the school approach the set at the moment "tl" and come into contact

with it.

Therefore, the area of set action may be determined by volume cf water space limited

both by the set length, the height of nets and by the way passed by fish that is

equal tc the case of work of set drifting dcwnstream.

Hence, in any case the fishing capacity of a drift net may be given like that one

for movable fishing gears by the formula:

6 -5Wdr = 8. 4 . 10 alnUf

~where Wdr is the fishing capacity cf a set in proms (109
per day

)

(10)

Uf is the speed of fish moving m/sec;

a,l,n are the values having the same meaning as those in the formula (8).

This formula is supposed tc be a true one, the more so as it is important to know

the method characterising the maximum fishing capacity of these gears in order to

regulate commercial efforts and not particular versions explaining the phenomena,

when the volume fished is decreasing due to any reasons.

The relationship between the catch and the volume of water swept determined by the

"'method given above is shown in Document C.M.1971/B:9.
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APPENDIX I

Graph-analyticul determination of trawl SV.

Main propositions.

.
I. The projection shape on the horizontal surface of the headline

and the footrope of the midwater trawl and of the headline of
2·the bottorn trawl as weIl aso parabolas type y=ax.

The projection of the bottorn trawl ,~ootrope is the hyperbola

Y= ; 1!/+x2
:

2. The effect of the outfit strength both of the headline and the

f~ope results in the fact that the projections of those ones

for bottom and midwater trawls on uiametrical surfape make

straight lines.

3. The resultant of the cables tension is directed towurds the

trawl movement under the angle equal to the ~ifference between

the angle of attack and the constructive angle of the board.

4. The variation of the hanging ratio along the trawl is subjected

to the rectilinear law.

The cross haneing ratio along the fore·edge of the cylinder part
r

of the trawl bag is equal to 0.5.

5. The trawl has the form of the ellipsis or of ~vo half-ellipses

in any cross-section from its mouth up to the cylinder part of the

bag.'~n the last cuse,the great axis (horizontal opening in the

section) is a general item,and small hnlf-axes are equal cor

respondingly to the greatest distances from the topenant sur-

face up to the upper,and the lower trawl plates.

Cross-sections of the cylindrical part of the trawl bag have
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the shape of a circle.

6~ The tensions of tlle ends both of the headline and the foot

rope are propor~ional to the areas of the netting of the upper

und the lower plates.

Hence,data were obtained for determination of the angle

of attack for the ends of the footrope and the headline (i.e. for

the corresponding cable)I

ta -r = Fu {Q'" + .Ei. to )'-
<I 0,. Fa <f 6u Fa i/ (Jt '

where tt J;. tt is the angle between the resultant of the cable

tension und the direction of movement;

n du n is the angle of attack of the cable projection for the

headline given horizontnlly; .Xi - is tk onlJle of attoCl! 0/ t.,,~ CQUt. pf'DJection tor the lootf'Op€ 3,ren horiloniQ!(!I.

n ~ It is a general fictitious area of trawl netting;

FUJ Fe

plates.

are fictitious areas of thc upper and lower trawl

Sequencc in determination of trawl parameters.

I. The uRgle for rcsultant of the cable tension is found with

use of deter~mined angles of attack

angle "'Y "of board.(Je.&.

" t.t>." and the constructive

•
help of cutting designs of the trawl.

0;. = ta.S. - t.8.
2. False arens of the uFpcr plate tu and the lower onc Fe ,as

weIl as general summary folse area of netting ~ ure found with

~
3. Aseries of ansles of attack for projections of the upperYänd

the lower n re tt caoles on the horizontal surface is found there,

these aneles ensure the equality (I).

The projections are made from an arbitrary chosen point A
(Fig.7) under thc an(5lcs obtained bu and re on the horizontal sur-

face of cables simultaneously with bare ends of the headline and
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,

The hyperbola peak E (footrope) may be determined,if a mark

will be done by somebody with help of the spread of a pair of

compasses equal to (O~96 + 0~98) ~/r. from the point C on

the trawl axis 0'0.

5. A segment ED being the projection of the square length on the

horizontal surfaee should be measured. Evidently, its value

should be within the limits. ~~ > ED ~ ~; 1/- ll/ ~
where ,,~; n is the length of a stretehed square, tI ~ tI is

the eonstruetive hanging ratio of the netting•.

Using the method of the suecessive approximation one ean

the mean horizontal hanßing ratio

6. The vertieal hanging ratio

, at whieh the value of

•

ehoose such angles ~

the seetion E])= Ss~

und

will be within the
_ SSq

~m- So
'S~

0 ms9

limits given.

mean for square and

eorresponding to

f), __ S2s; LL and " tt is the. Ir

the upper bosom up to the eylinder

it are determined.

7. The ratio Lei is found, where
tr

trawl length stretehed from

part of the codend.

It was determined that the chord passing through the
hyperbola peak within the existing limits of trawls
fQotropes mckes 0.96 - 0.98 of the length of its are
lHr

2
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8. The horizontal hanging ratio is determined graphically in the

edge

tt t

of the upper bosom ~ U P{U.Q.

The ratmo l is put aside on the absciss axis (whereL. i ,.

" i8 the variable trawl length beginning from the section of

the upper bosom), and the hanging ratio :t:rom 0 up to
. t.

axis o:t: ordinates. Evidently, L1 = 0.5, if L-- =
• f~

UJ m. s'J. = VI - U2~ ,if there is a ratio J.
ltr.

tt 1J.Iu.tJ. " i8 found, i:t: one connects two points on a

0.5 - on the

II and ~=

•

graph with

help of a straight line and continues it up to the crossing with

being determined by graph of hanging, it9. The relation

the ordinate axis (Fig. 8).

S~
LIr

is possible to find a horizontal hanging ratio ,n 0 t.K. "corres-

ponded to the section of the lower bosom (Fig. 8).

10. A sogr.rent])F is put aside on t:le axis 0'0 (Fig.7) beginning

from the point ~ ,it is equal to the projection on_t~h~e~~~
I - L .1. (as+~~.-;horizontal surface of the trawl length in hanging~r.h. tri/-: . " .

Segments FG and FG, are put aside from the point F

perpendicular to the axis 0'0, these segments are equal to 0. half

diameter of the cylindrical codend part in hanging. Lines

A G' A'connectinß the points G and ,and denermine the

maximum possible attitudes of topenent lines of 0. trawl. If the, .,
lines AG and A G cross a line of the footrope (i. e. pass bet-

ween the projections of the uPIJer and the lower cables), all the

•
constructions made earlier must be repeated in such a way that the

angle of attack of the upper cable " du " be diminished, thus,

the value chnracterizing the square in hangine Ss~ ~ill be ensured

within the limits given in point 5.

II. From thc l)oints ]) and E lines are drawn perpendiculur to tl

axis 0'0 up to the crossing by the topenant lines, that nllows to

determine the horizontal trawl opening by each section, i.e.

larger axis of the ellipsis.
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12.Half-perimeter is estimated in hanging of the upper half-

-ellipsiS for the section of the lower bosom.

13.Half-perimeter is estimated in hanging of the lower half el-

lipSiß for the section of the lower bosom.

14.Small ?alf-axes of the upper and the lower half-ellipses of

the lower bosom section are determined by the formula given

below.

where

•

" Ge" is a greater half-axis of the ellipsl1sJ

" Pe " is a doubled half-perimeter of the upper 01' the

lower half-ellipses of the upper bosom section.

15.The trawl projection of the diametrical trawl plane is drawn,
(Fig~9). rrhen, the ground line QQ .is given~ From the point E

'of the footrope ~ perpendicular is put, where the sections EJ

and JK are put aside. ~hose sections are equal to small half

-axes of the upper and the lower half ellipses for the lower,
bosom section. From the point tt J tt, a topenant line .. JO .. i8

dravm parallel to the ground line,where 8. segment It JF" equal

to "EF" is put aside (J~'ig.7) •Frtlm the point " F ", segments
I

It FMn and" FM tt are put nside perpendicular to the topenant

line and in different directions from it,those segments are

equal to a half' diameter of the cylindrical part of the co-

Cend in hanging.
,

Points M and E, M and Kare connected.1'he line MK is

continued up to its crossinG with the section of the upper

bosom in the point .D determining the vertical trawl opening

maximnm possible.

16.The projection A' of the point A 1s given on the vertical
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surface at the distance equal to a half board height o~5h.8., ,
The point A is connected to those 1J and .D determining the inei-

dence angles in this plane of the upper and the lower trawl cables.

The calculation of the main parameters for commercial trawls

used more often is represented on the Table 1 according to the

method discussed above.

•



• Table 1

4 • .314-.0I Bottom trawl 0.51

Yankee -type ,36

NlT Trawl bn Length of Length of Horizontal Square Length of a
construc- t~e headline the foot- opening along length stretched
tion

.A
hl, m rope the nets of in hanging ~uare

Sf'r, m the upper Ssq, 0 sqr, mh.e. wings
B, m

1 .2 j .4- ,:) 6 'I 8
-

Ltr U~u.b. of the SO sqr, TI/I.b.
Stretched e/ upper bosom of the

U - SSq,
SO up ioa (the result ·L lov:ertre1 =TJ m cylindrical - of graph con- bosoo2m- So Li"sq.

l/{ m SCf' port of the ch- struction)
ciend, ill·

9 10 11 .l~ J..? .J.Lt .L.J .LI:>

0.928 0.37 2.15 0.16 0 • .34-5 0 • .32 0.395

Cross-section Cross-section Great axis of the Small half-axis of Small half-
perimeter perimeter of thc elipsis cross- the upper half- axis of the 10,-
cf the IOVler bosom lO\'Ter bosom in section of the ellipsis for the wer half-stretched, m hanging (17) x (16) 10Vler .. bosom cross-section of ellipsis for the

m (from a draft)m the lower bosom, m cross-section of
the lower bos~

17 18 19 20 21

32 12.64 1.2

jCont'd.

I

.....
-J

• • • • • •• I



Table 1 (ctd)

I

I-'
CD

Vertical opening in T0fJ~n"dnt Width of the ·pla. .iidth of the ,Conditional pe- Great axis of
the cross-section of hei.~ht, te of the upper .pIate cf the rimeter of the the cross-
the lower bosom (20) bosorn stretched, upper bosorn in cross-section of sectien cf the

+ (21), m m m 'hanging (24) x the upper bosom upper bosorn
(14), rn in hanging (25) (draft), m

-- x 2. m
22 23 24 25 26 27

1.2

Small hal:(-axis of the Vertical trawl ope- Area of the upper. Trawling speed Fishing power
.upper half'- ning in the cross- bosorn cross- - V, knots W, in
ellipsis for the cross- s:ection of the s2ction proms
section of the upper upper bosom, rn m,W
bosom, m

2b ~'3 jU 31 , .,~

1.4 2.6 0.0024
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APPENDIX 2

Analytical determination of the trawl IV

Main propositions

I. Estuary part of trawls possesses the initial form of the circu-

lar cone.

2. Outlines of the headline and of the footrope,as traces of conical

tt sections,are parabolas or hyperbolas.

3. Trawl outfit ensur~the possibility for converse transformation

of the trawl estuary from the circular shape into the ellipsis

(working one).

4. The angle of attack for net wings tt·.Y:v tt is practically equal

to that one 11 r,.." located between a resultant of the cables tension

and the current direction.

The method allows to determine Inain parameters and the fishing

power of trawls,as weIl as the conformity Of designed and the a,ctual

shapes with use of drafts.

The succession in determination of parameters and fishing

power trawls

I. Initial parameters at the speed V rn/sec.

I. UI or a constructive hancing ratio is determined both by number

of meshes of a ßiven size ( from one Imot to the other one)

S,u 2
and by a designed length 0 of the upper and the lower bosoms SB ,

~s ~ ~
ll.t= u",= ~·e

208 n8 208 n 8 yt
2. Initialordinates (radii) both of the upper bosomyänd the Iower
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, as weIl as the square length Ss~ are determined

with use of cutting design,namely

u
!4=

vlh8re

lower

u l
ns~ ns~ is the mesh number along the uPl)er and the

edges of square ., correspondingly; m$tf- is the mesh

!! == Crre sin

number along the square length.

3. Then, one can find the initial angle of attack for the square

and i ts trigonometrieal funetions Sirl!/. COS!/. tr;!!. ctr; !I
u I!

Ye - !f~

3$9-

4. The initial incidence angle for the plane of the headline a
and i ts trigonometrieal funetions .st'n () and tg fJ are caleulated

by the f ormula: u e
f)-:::. are Sl'n Yc +!/8 -n )

Sc + Swr
where Sc-is the length of mean cable, m;

S••ris the length of thc wine; tOl)enant, m ;
h - danteno height, m.

5. C['lrrying l')ower(buyancy)~[~]offlouts in t~lG number nt! is deter-

mined by thc formula: f/, == ~~ 'D , where ß is the carrying
7L I rtj r

power (buoyöney) of one floate

6. The initial tension of one linear oeter of netting e)[~] is eal-

eulated

7. rrhe

by [t half-perimeter of square

rDCOS!f ~ p~ ~ mo:c.
0~+'-lJf} 2

initial mouth area 'WtI is found in tl18 upper bosorn, m for

a) bottorn (CJ.syr.unetricLcl) trul"Jls
1L ( u e u

W ="2 Yß -#- !f6) . YfJ .
b) mid-weter (synll~etrieal tra~ls)

a.
W 1C 1( !:Jt
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8. The .initial specific resistance is calculated for the netting

part of the trawl-R, i.e.

where

ßtfe!
R~ 27L.~u(l)cosy := rw; r == ~ -Z ~

r [~] is the specific resistance per I m2 of the

mouth area at the speed V.
eR is the ratio of trawl resistance related to the mouth

. k~ sec2
-;0 -~m~----~ is the densitvr of marine water ( ~ 104)

,
9. The initial angle of attack yand its trigonometrical functions

sin!! I , ct9.!!' are precised eR 1/2. == ~
. 2 2 Ps! ct9YJ' 2

where zr ~ LJ • ~
Lf r eR !lau

• J I r!h .J.
l. e. cu; !:I ~ p~ ~ CU) y. ,

Further calculation is made by the preeised angle 51< Y • The

initial resistance R l'emains previous,as the hanging ratio

~ ~{2S1n!:! is changed I)roportionally to the decreasing of the

mouth area iI ••
IO.Initial vertical opening a is determined in'meters as

a) projected opening

b)actual opening

u l
O=~+~;

, S";"n q'
Cl. = a St'n t.:!

. ,
Sr/n'::!
S'in Y' j

II.Initial horizontal opening &is determined in meters

a) in the section along the top bossom, the projected one

&useet = 2 Y;"
the actual one

I

&u. sect := !>lI. seci
b) between the ends of winßs,

, ßI O' ,
the ac tual one /j't( = Du. seet + 2 vwt . ~/7l:f.



, , t/ (1 f C~ )
W w = Q. w - '2 B' + 2t! ~in ",' .

w c ::r
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12. The aetual mouth area is ealeulated by bosoms WI and by the

d f · •.,!en s 0 wlngs ~ w
, f,'

fIil= CU a v.see!.
2 ~u. a ~

IX. Working parameters at speed lI:·>71tr

fJ tr

13. Taking into aceount a well-h.!1O'1im correlation .Ai = s:-= O,S+- aß
'h.f.

one ean find sinus of the angle of attaek for

net wings !:p tr

w

Tllis angle ~ is equal to the angle of attaek for the eables

-topenants or to the resultant of the eaoles tension j;. = (fa _

- rcJ"!:. 4 ,

otter-boards;

\'ihere ta i8 0. critieal angle of attaek for the

dc- i8 a con8truetive c.ngle of attack :rar the otta-baards,

~ - is a systematic eorrection - in degrees.

14. The working horizontal opening is ealeulated

a) in the section along the upper bosorn
t t~8. ,. -' S'?n Y..,

"'.sect - 8u.sect I'in!l' j

b) between the ends of wings
t,. t.,.. . t.r

&w :::- 6v.sect + 2 Swt S'1n!fw

15. Cosinus of the angle ~odulus is found TIith help of tables _

tr 1(. tf'. Jineluded complete elliptic integrals of the seeond degree cosJ. ,:'ß/Bu.sec
ot" 'Z/. .,.., TI
°u. sect ~ ~. Ei,,::: ~ 6". -lee! _1/ /t"j
f,' E tr , tr - (0'-

u. s~ct ßtJ• .sect
according to data given in tables.

16. The v!orking vertieal opening
in metres

i8 determinedYty the formula

Given below

17. r.Ehe v:orkinb oreo.

t,.
ßu. .sect

8~.secf
w~,.

(

t,.
. coso!,

... J--'8.no. 1I110 volume of the \7ater swept
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n
v;tr t"

" i . W through the trawl mouth are found by the fomula

~p~ ~~
(i)tr= W a .Ou.sect. t" t" gir (I { Ow )

2y,u a / Ww = a w - 2" ~:/'+24 ;,17!lwU' .
. tr

18. The fishing capacity VVi of the trawl is determined in proms

with help of the formula:
tr "5 t,. t,.W. = 8 64 . 10 . w. . 21
l' l'

Let us consider the bottom trawl Jankee 36 as an example,

this trawl is more often used by USA and Canada.

All methods of parameters determination given above ( pp.1-18)

=3,94 m

of measures,they arel

0,4

2 9+2
-~------------ =7,6 + !. 9;.:1$.1

be represented in metric system

~ = _-:-__2~! = _ 2.11_-=
0,127.60 7,62

. . ".-

~u = Q~!gZ~§Q~Q~~ = 2,9
. e ° 114.140.0 4 .
~ = --~---~----~---=2,0
~ ~ ,

Ss, = 0~127~~~. V1-0,16

Yin!J= g~2=g.1Q = 0,2285
3,94

0,,235

may

2.

I.

~,9 = _~ZQ ~ 9,5 ~S__
91 m

= 20,4 -~
m

10+2 10____.3..::..._ •

7t 2,9
9.5---------

0,235+0,233'

1t .= -------/ 2,9+2 ,0 / •
2

w

8. R = 2 1t .2,9.20;l1 = r ~ 22~3

r = _~1i__ ~ 17;5 -~~-
22,3 m
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9. eta y':= /7.0;';:2.9 =520
iJ aS- .,,

3?n !I = 0, 185"

10. a) a = 2J) + 2,0 :; Lt,9 m

I 0 I

l:/ r. 10 "0

ß)

11. a)

8)

12.

14. a)

, O,f3S0
a == 4. 9 0 2~ 95 = 3,96 m == 2. .3 tI + I. 62 m.,

P , QliSO
Du. sect =: 2 . 2.9 ,., ~ 8 m; t".su.t -= 5; 8 Q2285 == lt,6B m.

,

8~ = lI,66+2(7,6'O,92)'O,I3S = Lt,6G "'-~56=?22m

cu' =. 22 3 3.96 ·lJ,66 = 111. Sm 2
.' 2· 2. 9,1{. 9 '

, f o.S·~22 2
.VJ. =3,96·7,22( - 7.22 ) = J!l,Om

w • +2.9,15'O,!KS

~'in 1//" = 0.6 (2 :?-6*.3.1)- 7,22 = q2'16
.::1"w 2.;;6

!:I.. tr ::::- 15°/6'w

ptn 0,:2'160
°u.seet = 4.66 01250 :::: 6':;0"",

t"
-bw ~ 8,20 -J.. :2.1. r; . 0, 246 = f1. gm 0It.32, 'Ilt

•

•
= I, /80r t"= 1.5'1

i 33
t

t,.
cos~ = 0'-15"1;0, .

~t,.

tI.sect _ 6, 20 = /.3:3 .
6' '166')u.sec:t .

cl., t,., = 63 °00

15.

16.

17
w tr

= 22.3 .2.38·6,20
s;g.4,g

t,.
Ww == 2,38 ·9,9 ( {~

= !r 6 m2.,
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18. The _trawl fishing power will be at
l! t,.

equal to

3.5 knots = 1.8 rn/sec. as follows
t,. -

Ie-5Ww = 8.64 • • I~.5 • 1.8 = 0.0026 proms

Wtr' =8.64 10-5 ~ 11~6\' 1.8 = 0.0016 -,.-• •

IV. The accuracy of the analytical determination

of the main parameters of trawls fishing capacity

according to their drafts.

I. Comparison of parameters for trawl type Yankee 36 according

to the analysis data and to those included into the documenta

tion.

conjugation.

-,-

_ _2~!~~~§§~~__ = _Z~:~ = 0.32
0.I27~I80 22.8

upper bosom - according to trawl drafts

Data Vertical Horizontal Mo~th area Speed Fishing capa-
given opening opening m m knots city

m •
according 2.38 : 9~9 18.50 3.5 0.0029 t

to calcu-
lation

according
2~lJ.O 10.3 19.40 3.5 0.0030to documen-

tation
relative . . . -. ...~ . . -~\

divergence 2.4-2.38 !Q~2=~.:.2~ !2~~=!~.!.2 idem 2.10 ~2·2·IO ..,....----_.. 3:iö'=:;--e 2.4- - IO~3 19.4-
2 fY/o- 2-% 102=.4.65% I02;:;':6.4%.10 = 1.2, .16 =3.9 0

f

2. Comparing of trawl Yankee 36 perimeters according to drafts,

analysis data and graphie

a~~ctual hanging ratio

l{' = -_.!..ü-~g
2Q8 nt

b) .half-perimeter of the

9' aecording to the analysis data and graphie conjunction

2~~iz5 ~ I~I7 = 9,30 m



working angle
. t,.

nn!:f. =w

= I4° 001

lJ) -
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of attack of wings (topenants}
8,i,. ~tr .

u. uct - o,-seet = ~~2:=±.:.2 =
2 S ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 9lJ.

in precise conformity to the figure

6.2lJ.ii

attached.

Some difference between values characterizing trawl parameters

being the result of the analytical method and those ones obtained

by graph-analytical method may be explained by two reasons,namely

I. absence of concrete information on the angle of attack and the

constrmctive angle for the otter-boards,

2. effect of the headline outfit while calculating with help of

the analytical methode
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Figure 1. Trawl vertical opening recorder (TVOR):

1. Expansion tank

2. Flexible hose

3. Recorder

4. Plug of the expansion tank

5. Plug controlling the availability of air into the hose

6. Membrane.
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~I---

•
Figure 2. Principle scheme of the recorder:

1. Metal balloon

_2. Compression chamber

3. Flexible hose

4. Recorder

5. Eody

6. Membrane

HI - Depth o:f chamber

H2 - Depth of membrane



Figure 3. Trawl horizontal oepning recorder (THOR):

1. Levels

2. Rack and gear

3. Recorder

4. Body

5. Tail with the forcing screw and condenser.

I

I\)
\.0

I

(").
::s:.



Figure 4. Measuring of the trawl opening on small-sized vessels:

a - v'3rtical opening determined by means of a measuring
line going from the center of the footrope through
the pressing ring attached to the headline;

b - horizontal opening determined by the angle between
bobbins and by the distance between them.

t-a

VIo
I
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(J = 15, 6 m 2

W = '),0024 pm
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Trawl cross -section trouvh ~

the 10p 0./ headtine.

6u.s«t:S11m

~
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G= 2.6m

a=2a '3.1r2~ '"

u

Figure 10.
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T raw e cross seet,:on

Figure 11.


